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3D JUNGLE ANIMAL MASKS
Carlton Kids Wintercroft masks have caught the imagination of creative people and festival-goers around the globe. Designed by
Steve Wintercroft, an artist with a passion for craftsmanship and conservation, these masks have been used everywhere from music
videos and fashion shoots to theatre productions and political campaigns. Pop out, build and wear FOUR Jungle Animal masks in
amazing low-poly design. A PARROT, ELEPHANT, TIGER and MONKEY are included in this pack! Each mask is beautifully designed with
low-poly graphics on one side and a colouring-in pattern on the other for a colourful alternative!

APPROACHING HOOFBEATS
Avon Argues that social ills are bringing the world to the brink of destruction and that only repentance and religious faith can save
humanity

SPECTRUM ALGEBRA
Carson-Dellosa Publishing With the help of Spectrum Algebra for grades 6 to 8, your child develops problem-solving math skills they
can build on. This standards-based workbook focuses on middle school algebra concepts like equalities, inequalities, factors, fractions,
proportions, functions, and more. Middle school is known for its challenges—let Spectrum ease some stress. Developed by education
experts, the Spectrum Middle School Math series strengthens the important home-to-school connection and prepares children for
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math success. Filled with easy instructions and rigorous practice, Spectrum Algebra helps children soar in a standards-based
classroom!

WEEDOPEDIA
AN A TO Z GUIDE TO ALL THINGS MARIJUANA
Simon and Schuster Discover everything you’ve ever wanted to know about marijuana all in one place with this authoritative A-to-Z
guide to cannabis! What’s a wake and bake? Who is Mitch Hedberg? What does Louisa May Alcott have to do with cannabis? And what
exactly is the diﬀerence between a bong and a bubbler? Now you can “weed” all about it and ﬁnd all the answers and more with this
entertaining and updated edition of Weedopedia, your guide to everything marijuana—from the best movies to watch while high to
cannabis slang and terminology. Whether you’re interested in learning more about all things marijuana, or if you want something
entertaining to read while enjoying a toke, this book is the one-stop-shop for all your weed-related needs.

UNSTOPPABLE
Unstoppable is a word deﬁned as "diﬃcult or impossible to preclude or stop." As a human quality, it is something that we associate
with people such as sports superstars, those who do whatever it takes to inspire others and lead teams to the greatest of victories.
Sometimes, an idea or person can become unstoppable. Unstoppable, like Charles Lindbergh crossing the Atlantic in a solo ﬂight when
no one had thought it was possible, or track star Roger Bannister breaking the four-minute mile barrier. Not everyone can be an
explorer or a great athlete, but anyone can be unstoppable in their chosen endeavors in life. If you are willing to possess an
unwavering determination to succeed and a consistent willingness to learn and evolve, you can become unstoppable and triumph too.
This book is about a personal struggle, one in which the author awoke from a coma after a terrible accident and faced a life of
permanent paralysis. A long battle of driven determination resulted in Yanni Raz regaining his health and becoming a self-made
millionaire after migrating from his native Israel to the United States. Through careers as a musician, a Starbucks barista, a salesman,
a real estate whiz, a professional poker player and a hard money lender, Yanni learned reliable principles and the skills necessary for
success. Unstoppable covers many topics including controlling your life, making the best decisions, creating new opportunities,
properly assessing signals, expertly negotiating, and succeeding by storytelling across the media landscape. You'll learn about
integrity in business, asset diversiﬁcation, and many other life tips that thousands of people learn from Yanni on a daily basis. It is
time to become fearless and lead a powerful life. With Yanni's new book Unstoppable, you can do just that.
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THE GMO DECEPTION
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE FOOD, CORPORATIONS, AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES PUTTING OUR
FAMILIES AND OUR ENVIRONMENT AT RISK
Simon and Schuster Seventy-ﬁve percent of processed foods on supermarket shelves—from soda to soup, crackers to
condiments—contain genetically engineered ingredients. The long-term eﬀects of these foods on human health and ecology are still
unknown, and public concern has been steadily intensifying. This new book from the Council for Responsible Genetics gathers the
best, most thought-provoking essays by the leading scientists, science writers, and public health advocates. Collectively, they address
such questions as: Are GM foods safe and healthy for us? Will GM food really solve world hunger? Who really controls the power
structure of food production? Are GM foods ecologically safe and sustainable? Why is it so diﬃcult to get GM foods labeled in the US?
What kinds of regulations and policies should be instituted? How is seed biodiversity, of lack thereof, aﬀecting developing countries?
Should animals be genetically modiﬁed for food? How are other countries handling GM crops? Ultimately, this deﬁnitive book
encourages us to think about the social, environmental, and moral ramiﬁcations of where this particular branch of biotechnology is
taking us, and what we should do about it.

GRANDAD MANDELA
Lincoln Children's Books "...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two great-grandchildren ask their
grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15 questions about their grandad – the global icon of peace and forgiveness who spent
27 years in prison. They learn that he was a freedom ﬁghter who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became
the President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and realise that they can continue his legacy in the world today. Seen
through a child’s perspective, and authored jointly by Nelson Mandela's great-grandchildren and daughter, this amazing story is told
as never before to celebrate what would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th birthday.

SQUIRRELS ON SKIS
Random House Books for Young Readers This new Beginner Book about manic skiing squirrels—by J. Hamilton Ray with illustrations by
Pascal Lemaitre—has the feeling of an old classic read-aloud. "Nobody knew how the mania grew. First there was one, and then there
were two. Three more came gliding from under the trees. LOOK! On the hill. Those are squirrels on skis! Below lay the town, snowcovered and still. Not a sound could be heard. All was silent, until . . . Swwwishhhh swooped the skiers, all dressed for play. Eighty-ﬁve
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squirrels and more on the way!" As you can imagine, the townsfolk are NOT amused. Can intrepid reporter Sally Sue Breeze ﬁnd out
where the squirrels are getting their skis-and make them stop skiing long enough to eat lunch-before pest-control guy Stanley Powers
sucks them up in his vacuum device? (Don't worry—Sally triumphs in a most unexpected way.) With delightfully understated, funny
illustrations by Pascal Lemaitre, this is the perfect book for beginning readers to curl up and chill out with on a snow day—or any day!
Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that
give clues to their meaning.

REFERENCE DATA
CIBSE GUIDE C.
Routledge Guide C: Reference Data contains the basic physical data and calculations which form the crucial part of building services
engineer background reference material. Expanded and updated throughout, the book contains sections on the properties of humid
air, water and steam, on heat transfer, the ﬂow of ﬂuids in pipes and ducts, and fuels and combustion, ending with a comprehensive
section on units, mathematical and miscellaneous data. There are extensive and easy-to-follow tables and graphs. ·Essential reference
tool for all professional building services engineers ·Easy to follow tables and graphs make the data accessible for all professionals
·Provides you with all the necessary data to make informed decisions

THE AUSTRALIAN OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF TRADEMARKS
WEIRD BUT TRUE! 4
300 OUTRAGEOUS FACTS
National Geographic Books "300 more mind-bending facts that are almost too amazing to believe"--Page 4 of cover.

CHART PATTERNS : TRADING-DESK BOOKLET
A1 Success Books Chart Patterns booklet is designed to be your quick source for identifying chart patterns to help you trade more
conﬁdently. This book introduces & explains 60+ patterns that you are bound to see in Stocks, Mutual Funds, ETFs, Forex, and Options
Trading. With this book, you will not need to ﬂip through hundreds of pages to identify patterns. This book will improve the way you
trade. Unlike other Technical Analysis books, this Chart pattern book will help you master Charting & Technical Analysis by making it
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simple enough to understand & use on a day to day basis.

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE LIFESPAN
Pearson College Division Laura Berk's Development Through the Lifespan is relied upon in classrooms worldwide for its clear, engaging
writing style, exceptional multicultural and cross-cultural focus, cutting-edge consideration of the interrelationships between heredity
and environment, rich examples, and long-standing commitment to presenting the most up-to-date scholarship. This new edition
continues to oﬀer students research-based practical applications that they can relate to their personal and professional lives. Laura
Berk, renowned professor and researcher, has revised the text with new pedagogy, a heightened emphasis on the interplay between
heredity and environment, and an enhanced focus on many social policy issues, while emphasizing the lifespan perspective
throughout. The latest theories and ﬁndings in the ﬁeld are made accessible to students in a manageable and relevant way. Berk's
signature storytelling style invites students to actively learn beside the text's "characters." Students are provided with an especially
clear and coherent understanding of the sequence and underlying processes of human development, emphasizing the
interrelatedness of all domains-physical, cognitive, emotional, social-throughout the text narrative and in special features. Berk also
helps students connect their learning to their personal and professional areas of interest. Her voice comes through when speaking
directly about issues students will face in their future pursuits as parents, educators, health care providers, social workers, and
researchers. As members of a global and diverse human community, students are called to intelligently approach the responsibility of
understanding and responding to the needs and concerns of both young and old. While carefully considering the complexities of
human development, Berk presents classic and emerging theories in an especially clear, engaging writing style, with a multitude of
research-based, real-world, cross-cultural, and multicultural examples. Strengthening the connections among developmental domains
and of theory and research with applications, this edition's extensive revision brings forth the most recent scholarship, representing
the changing ﬁeld of human development. Visit the Preview Website to see sample chapters, get information on the supplements
(including sample videos and on-line simulations), and much more, click here. 0205968988 / 9780205968985 Development Through
the Lifespan Plus NEW MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205909744 /
9780205909742 NEW MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Laura E. Berk 0205957609 /
9780205957606 Development Through the Lifespan

BEAUTIFUL SAVAGE
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ARCHIE 3000
Archie Comic Publications (Trade) ARCHIE 3000 is the complete collection featuring the classic series. This is presented in the new
higher-end format of Archie Comics Presents, which oﬀers 200+ pages at a value while taking a design cue from successful all-ages
graphic novels. Travel to the 31st Century with Archie and his friends! In the year 3000, Riverdale is home to hoverboards,
intergalactic travel, alien life and everyone's favorite space case, Archie! Follow the gang as they encounter detention robots,
teleporters, wacky fashion trends and much more. Will the teens of the future get in as much trouble as the ones from our time?

IN MORTAL COMBAT
KOREA, 1950–1953
Open Road Media A history of the Korean War with soldier’s-eye views from both sides, by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The
Rising Sun and Infamy. Pulitzer Prize–winning author John Toland reports on the Korean War in a revolutionary way in this thoroughly
researched and riveting book. Toland pored over military archives and was the ﬁrst person to gain access to previously undisclosed
Chinese records, which allowed him to investigate Chairman Mao’s direct involvement in the conﬂict. Toland supplements his
captivating history with in-depth interviews with more than two hundred American soldiers, as well as North Korean, South Korean,
and Chinese combatants, plus dozens of poignant photographs, bringing those who fought to vivid life and honoring the memory of
those lost. In Mortal Combat is comprehensive in it discussion of events deemed controversial, such as American brutality against
Korean civilians and allegations of American use of biological warfare. Toland tells the dramatic account of the Korean War from start
to ﬁnish, from the appalling experience of its POWs to Mao’s prediction of MacArthur’s Inchon invasion. Toland’s account of the
“forgotten war” is a must-read for any history aﬁcionado.

BOOK OF LEGS
Visionaire Edizioni With a career spanning over 4 decades, with over half spent as a staﬀ and contributing photographer to Playboy
magazine US, David has begun to photograph models for books of his own. He’s produced a book of butts, book of boobs, even a book
of beauty. Now it’s time for his Book of Legs! Enjoy a loving look at what catches David’s eye when he spots a woman in shorts or
miniskirt out in the world. Enjoy!
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VOGUE ON LOCATION
PEOPLE, PLACES, PORTRAITS
Abrams Wander the globe with decades of stunning photography and Vogue’s most exotic fashion, travel, and lifestyle stories. Have
fashion, will travel. That’s the vision behind Vogue on Location, a journey in itself through the many spectacular voyages that the
magazine took over the years. Spanning a century, this remarkable book includes dispatches and travel writing by journalistic icons
like Jan Morris, Truman Capote, Lee Miller, Lesley Blanch, and Frances FitzGerald, as well as stunning editorials from legendary
photographers like Irving Penn, Henry Clarke, Helmut Newton, Arthur Elgort, Mario Testino, Peter Lindbergh, and Annie Leibovitz. With
historic reportage and landmark fashion shoots in far-ﬂung locales like India, Iran, Morocco, and Bali, Vogue on Location captures
important moments in both travel and fashion history—and is sure to inspire a sense of fantasy and ﬂight.

SAT POWER VOCAB
Provides deﬁnitions and study tips for over sixteen hundred frequently used SAT words and includes strategies for memorizing the
words and answering questions on the test.

AMERICA FIRSTHAND
AMERICA FIRSTHAND
THE FAMA PORTFOLIO
SELECTED PAPERS OF EUGENE F. FAMA
University of Chicago Press Few scholars have been as inﬂuential in ﬁnance, both as an academic ﬁeld and an industry, as Eugene
Fama. Since writing his groundbreaking 1970 essay on eﬃcient capital markets, Fama has written over 100 papers and books that
have been cited hundreds of thousands of times. Yet there is no one collection where one can easily ﬁnd his best work in all ﬁelds.
"The Fama Portfolio" will be an outstanding and unprecedented resource in a ﬁeld that still concentrates mainly on questions
stemming from Fama s work: Is the ﬁnance industry too large or too small? Why do people continue to pay active managers so much?
What accounts for the monstrous amount of trading? Do high-speed traders help or hurt? The ideas, facts, and empirical methods in
Fama s work continue to guide these investigations. "The Fama Portfolio" will be a historic and long-lasting collection of some of the
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ﬁnest work ever produced in ﬁnance."

GLOBAL TAX FAIRNESS
Oxford University Press This book addresses sixteen diﬀerent reform proposals that are urgently needed to correct the fault lines in
the international tax system as it exists today, and which deprive both developing and developed countries of critical tax resources. It
oﬀers clear and concrete ideas on how the reforms can be achieved and why they are important for a more just and equitable global
system to prevail. The key to reducing the tax gap and consequent human rights deﬁcit in poor countries is global ﬁnancial
transparency. Such transparency is essential to curbing illicit ﬁnancial ﬂows that drain less developed countries of capital and tax
revenues, and are an impediment to sustainable development. A major break-through for ﬁnancial transparency is now within reach.
The policy reforms outlined in this book not only advance tax justice but also protect human rights by curtailing illegal activity and
making available more resources for development. While the reforms are realistic they require both political and an informed and
engaged civil society that can put pressure on governments and policy makers to act.

THE BOOK OF L
Springer Science & Business Media This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the occasion of his 60th birthday on November
17, 1985. Contributions range from mathematics and theoretical computer science to biology. Aristid Lindenmayer introduced
language-theoretic models for developmental biology in 1968. Since then the models have been cus tomarily referred to as L systems.
Lindenmayer's invention turned out to be one of the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary science: work in one area
(developmental biology) induces most fruitful ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and automata, and formal power
series). As evident from the articles and references in this book, the in terest in L systems is continuously growing. For newcomers the
ﬁrst contact with L systems usually happens via the most basic class of L systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero
context between developing cells. It has been a major typographical problem that printers are unable to distinguish between 0 (zero)
and 0 (oh). Thus, DOL was almost always printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that way. However, this
misunderstanding turned out to be very fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be read in the suggestive way: DO L
Indeed, hundreds of researchers have followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as contributors to this book. Of the many who
could not contribute, we in particular regret the absence of A. Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose inﬂuence in the theory
of L systems has been most signiﬁcant.
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POCKET GENIUS: CATS
Penguin Find out about more than 70 cat breeds, including their origins and characteristics, in this pocket-sized encyclopedia. This
cat-alogue packs a whole lot of information into your pocket! Along with a photo of each breed, discover the facts and stats of each
cat, including its size, where the breed originated, colors and markings, and unusual features or behaviors. You'll soon be able to tell
apart a Burmese from a Siamese; a rex from a sphynx and a manx; and an American shorthair from a British shorthair. You will also
discover a lot about colors and patterns. Did you know that tabby cats and tortoiseshells are not breeds, but colors within breeds? Plus
there are pages introducing cat anatomy and behavior; and the book ﬁnishes with fun facts. The style of the Pocket Eyewitness series
is perfect for all children, from reluctant readers who can easily digest the key points through to budding vets and cat-lovers who want
to know more about the best pets on the planet. Cats with facts: what more could anyone want?

SAILING MADE EASY
THE OFFICIAL MANUAL FOR THE ASA BASIC KEELBOAT SAILING COURSE (ASA 101)
American Sailing Association Sailing Made Easy is the ﬁrst step in a voyage that will last you the rest of your life. It is a gift from a
group of dedicated sailing professionals who have committed their lives to sharing their art, their skill, and their passion for this
wonderful activity. This book, which Sailing Magazine called "best in class" upon its release in 2010, is the most comprehensive
education and boating safety learn-to-sail guide to date. It is also the oﬃcial textbook for the ASA Basic Keelboat Standard (ASA 101).
Incorporated in the textbook are useful illustrations and exceptional photographs of complex sailing concepts. The text’s most
distinguishing feature is its user friendly "spreads" in which instructional topics are self-contained on opposing pages throughout the
book. There are also chapter end quizzes and a glossary to help those new to sailing to navigate their way through the extensive
nautical terminology.

SUBURBAN REMIX
CREATING THE NEXT GENERATION OF URBAN PLACES
Island Press Investment has ﬂooded back to cities because dense, walkable, mixed-use urban environments oﬀer choices that support
diverse dreams. Auto-oriented, single-use suburbs have a hard time competing. Suburban Remix brings together experts in planning,
urban design, real estate development, and urban policy to demonstrate how suburbs can use growing demand for urban living to
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renew their appeal as places to live, work, play, and invest. The case studies and analysis show how compact new urban places are
being created in suburbs to produce health, economic, and environmental beneﬁts, and contribute to solving a growing equity crisis.

BETTY PAGE CONFIDENTIAL
FEATURING NEVER-BEFORE SEEN PHOTOGRAPHS
St. Martin's Griﬃn Curvaceous, friendly and wholesome-looking, Playboy pinup Betty Page was the perfect complement to the stillinnocent fantasies of young men during the Eisenhower years. Betty Page Conﬁdential includes a biography of the reclusive goddess,
an oﬃcial Betty Page trivia quiz and 100 photos. Betty Page Conﬁdential is the ultimate book on this 1950s icon.

THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY, 2ND EDITION
A PERSONAL APPROACH TO ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
Rocky Nook, Inc. This is an updated and newly revised edition of the classic book The Art of Photography: An Approach to Personal
Expression. Originally published in 1994 and ﬁrst revised in 2010, The Art of Photography has sold well over 100,000 copies and has
ﬁrmly established itself as the most readable, understandable, and complete textbook on photography. Featuring nearly 200 beautiful
photographs in both black-and-white and color, as well as numerous charts, graphs, and tables, this book presents the world of
photography to beginner, intermediate, and advanced photographers who seek to make a personal statement through the medium of
photography. Without talking down to anyone or talking over anyone's head, renowned photographer, teacher, and author Bruce
Barnbaum presents how-to techniques for both traditional and digital approaches. In this newest edition of the book, Barnbaum has
included many new images and has completely revised the text, with particular focus on two crucial chapters covering digital
photography: he revised a chapter covering the digital zone system, and includes a brand-new chapter on image adjustments using
digital tools. There is also a new chapter discussing the concepts of “art versus technique” and “traditional versus digital” approaches
to photography. Throughout the book, Barnbaum goes well beyond the technical, as he delves deeply into the philosophical,
expressive, and creative aspects of photography so often avoided in other books. Barnbaum is recognized as one of the world's ﬁnest
landscape and architectural photographers, and for decades has been considered one of the best instructors in the ﬁeld of
photography. This latest incarnation of his textbook—which has evolved, grown, and been reﬁned over the past 45 years—will prove
to be an ongoing, invaluable photographic reference for years to come. It is truly the resource of choice for the thinking photographer.
Topics include: • Elements of Composition • Visualization • Light and Color • Filters • Black-and-White • The Digital Zone System •
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The Zone System for Film • Printing and Presentation • Exploding Photographic Myths • Artistic Integrity • Realism, Abstraction, and
Art • Creativity and Intuition • A Personal Philosophy • And much, much more…

MANGA MELECH
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. "The rise and fall of kings and nations!"--Cover.

NOISY TRUCKS
Tiger Tales Young readers will love to feel the diﬀerent textures and hear the truck sounds in this interactive, sturdy board book
designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/oﬀ switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and hear the
trucks on every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore
the exciting world of trucks. Press the touch-and-feels to hear ﬁve realistic truck sounds, with a button on the last page to play all ﬁve
sounds again!

COLOR MY BUTT
An Incredibly Humorous Coloring book for Kids and Adults!

30 BANGS
THE SHAPING OF ONE MAN'S GAME FROM PATIENT MOUSE TO RABID WOLF
Createspace Indie Pub Platform Erotic memoir

YES, ROYA
A very dirty book about a very unusual relationship.

101 KRUGER TALES
EXTRAORDINARY STORIES FROM ORDINARY VISITORS TO THE KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
Penguin Random House South Africa " An enraged elephant ﬂips a car onto its roof. A lioness prises open the door of a terriﬁed couple.
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A leopard helps itself to a family's picnic breakfast. A ﬂeeing impala leaps through an open car window. A lion charges around inside a
busy rest camp. A hyaena snatches a baby from a tent. A tourist takes a bath in a croc-infested dam...These are just a few of the 101
jaw-dropping sightings, scrapes and encounters in this collection of extraordinary true stories from the roads, camps, picnic sites and
walking trails of South Africa's Kruger National Park, as told by the very people who experienced them. There are no game ranger
tales here - each and every story happened to an ordinary Kruger visitor doing what over a million tourists do in this spectacular
reserve each year." -- Back cover.

ROMULUS BUCKLE & THE CITY OF THE FOUNDERS
47 North Captain Romulus Buckle and his zeppelin crew plan to rescue their kidnapped leader from the City of the Founders, but ﬁrst
they must survive the war zeppelins and aliens that infest the skies of post-apocalyptic Southern California.

MATHLINKS 7
COMPUTERIZED ASSESSMENT BANK CD-ROM
WRECK ME FOREVER
Lucas Storey's life is all about college, studying, and ﬁnishing his medical degree. That's until he moves in with his older brother and
meets his motorcycle club friends. Only, new people make Lucas nervous, almost to the extent of peeing himself, but he soon realizes
they're great people and will accept him as he is. Now, if only he can stop thinking of a certain grumpy biker, things will be good.
Never before has Wade "Wreck" Williams noticed the same sex, or at least not until Lucas crashes into their lives. And notice Lucas he
does. But that's not all. He wants to get to know the man, and he kind of likes looking at Lucas too. None of it makes sense, and Wreck
will ﬁght it for that reason alone. When Lucas thinks he can go out with a someone who's not Wreck-and jealously rears its ugly head
to a point Wreck just has to step in-it's clear that he may just be wrecked forever.
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